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From:

..

The Committee"of Inquiry
(~.~._"J .

Michael Freeman, Lecturer, Department of Government.

I submit two documents on freedom of,speech. The first
is a critique of the Oommittee's draft statement., The second

. is an attempt to explore the underlying issues in greater
depth.
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.1:would like to make three covering comments.

My answer to the question asked of the Committee by Senate
as to how Senate's "paragraph 2tfstatement on freedom of
speech bears upon the events of May 7 is not that th~s
statement is right or wrong, but that it is hopelessly
shallQW and vague. I hope the Committee will be able
to dis.cussparagraph 2 not only in terms of whether it
is good or bad, but whether it is adequate.

I apologize for the length of my second document. I do
believe that much of the discussion within the university
on freedom of speech has been both dogmatic and shallow.
The intention 0:1:my long statement, which I am quite certain
is extremely inadequate in many important respects, is
to try to open up a g.iscussionwithin the university wnich
at lea.stavoids both these failings.

At the time of writing this, I have read ~ the
Dean o:fStudents' submission to the Committee. I believe
that "b.;:lSview differs from mine only in emphasis, a;gli:and
everl.tpen perhap~ not very greatly, and not in basic'
principle. One or two of the demonstrators most involved
in the' May 7 events have read ~ long statement and
expressed their-substantial agreement with it. Does~this
suggest that, underlying the apparent variety of views
within,th'euniversity, there may be a set of principles
on which a consensus might be reached?

[VkcmL~~
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I fully support what.I take to be the..basic principles
of the statement, namely, a) that the univers.~tyshould
in general be strongly committed to the free exchange of
ideas, and b) that there may be circUmstances in which
interference witti,thefree exchange or ideas is to some
extent morally justified. .However,. there ar~ SOme aspects
of the statement which I believe to be inadequate. Some.
of my criticisms are quite minor, having to do with
tight€!ningup the phraseology,others are more serious..

In paragraph Cb) a small point. 'l'hesugge:stionthat only
groups, and not single individuals, are free to invite
speakers I take to be a slip of phraseology and not
intended.. '

Also in Cb), I think there may be probl~ms lying hidden
by the phrase "accepted conventionstl. I wonder whether
there really is a complete set of such things.. . For
example, to what extent do "the accepted conventionslt
permi't! a majority of those attending a meeting tp decide
to change the topic or nature of the meeting? I doubt
whether there is a consensus existing on this point.
I realize that one cannot possibly legislate'a set 01'
procedures to cover any t~pe of meeting tbatmight
conceivably take place at the university, but to be
too vague iltgdb about the proper way to hold meetings
isn~J:to evade rather to solve the problem facing the
unive~sity.. I .

In th~ light of my points 2 and 3,./I sugSest the following
substitute for paragraph (b) of the Committee's draft:

Any member of the University is free to invite any
person, whether a member of the Upiversity or not,
to express his views or communicate information at
the University. Those organizing any meeting have
the right to determine, in agreement with the speaker,
the form and content of the meeting, subject to the
rights of other persons which are specifically mentioned
in this paragraph~ The organizers have. also the::
right to appoint a chairman for the meeti!1g. The
cb.aitrmanhas an obligation to respect the rights of
all those attending the meeting and, 'subject, to
these ,to promote the aima of the organizers .Again
sabject to what has alread;ybeen said'in this paragraph,
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he'shouldf611ow theprbcedures laid dOWn iri the
constitutiorl of the organizing body if these exist,
or, if they do not,tbe procedures normal for this
type of meeting Of this body, and, if these last do
not provide an adequate guide, the procedures generally
accepted for this type'of ,meeting. Those ,attending
the meeting have the right to ask questions, interrupt,
heckle, and makeproposa}sfOr alteration in the form
and/or content of the meeting, but they must not do
this :insuch a way as effectively to coerce the
organizers or speaker into accepting a. type of meeting
they do not wish to have. On any disPl1~edquestiori
the chairman IS decision must be accepted 'as ,final.
Only the organizers.of the meeting have the right to
change theehairma.n. '.

With respect to paragraph (c) I think it 'should be made
clearer just why there may be moral competitors,to freedom
of speecht since I do not think this is well understood
in the u~iversity.

I c~n see no good reason why the possihle moral justification
for derartingfrom th~ principles laid down in paragraphs
(a) and (b) should be confined to the particular ,action of
diverting the subject~f thediscuss~on. '

I think the wording of Cc) is a little tortuous..

9"

Paragraph (c) suggests that in all possible circumstances
freedom of speech is a higher moral priority tl1anany
.other claim on the human conscience. ik~3fJDfa*~*II.a
~.H~a~~Bg.H~3fHB~HH.llk*&BH.B**-*EB*fiHHH~~~~BHBke2B
'1'0assert this seems to me to indulge in a :f.brm of moral
dogm3tism which is both intellectually inde.fensibleand
indeed contrary to the principle of freedo,mof speech
itself insofar as that prinqiple implies an unwillingness
to take up rigi~ ~riori posit.icL;S and a preparedness
to be open to experiences whictbrun counter to one 's
previously held ideas. , It does seem tome legitimate,
given the nature of a university, to hold a strong
12resumption in favour of freedom of speech" but not
legitimate to affirm dogmaticq;illy.that there could
never possibly be anyc ircnmstances wha.tewer under
which any person could be morally justified in
overcoming that presumption.

In view of the fact that the whole question of university
discipline is under discussion; and that, in particlllar,
lJrKing has proposed that the traditional vocabulary of
discipJ..ineis unfortunate; aDd the. t? while v1:' Iling is
proposals have not been formally adopted by anybody,
t
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. issues by using this vocabulery.
I . lnk also that it should state specificallythat
nothing in itsstabement on freedom of speech ~s
intended to express a view of the Committee on a.ny
q1.lestionasto how alleged offences by members Of
the university should be investigated, trieda.nd
pUnished~

10" I therefore propose the following as a substitute for
paragra.ph (c):

Nevertheless, it should be recognized that the
crinciples enunciated above may come into conflict
with important moral values sincerely held by some
members of the university. '.rhevalue 01"freedom
01'speech is so vital to any university that there
should be a strong presumption in favour of its
prevailing over any other value said to.be competing
with it. ,Lnother words, the burden of proving
that some other moral value should take precedence
over.freedom of spe.echmust lie with those cltallenging
freedomof speech. Di£RRB}fifR*ln£~nuntJt:B*RbJDbl.bD
The extent to which this burden is sustained should
be taken into account in any decision as tc)whether
an offence against the university community has been
committed and, if it should be decided that such an
offence has been committed, what kind of punishment~
if any, is appropriate" Nothing ,in this paragraph
or in the rest of this statement should, however, be
taken as an expression of any opinion as to how
alleged offences against the university community
should be investigated, .tried or punished.

(c'
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A. INTRODUCTION

10 ~he following is of re red to the Committee of Inquiry in
the hope that it will be Useful to some members.
I apologise for the fact that the argument is a bit
rough; the logic is obviously not watertight~ there.
are many Loose ends; and many questionable assumptions.
To clear up these flaws would require more time, space
anti ability than I have at my command.urtKixx:D:ux
If this paper illuminates some aspects of freedom of
speech for some people and raises some important, not
altogether obvious, issues, then it will have served
its purpose. .

"Freedom of speech" is a concept about which it is
difficult to be rationalo ~h~s is because it is
what is sometimes known as a "hurrah" concept. 'l'hat
is, freedom of speech is so widely and so strongly
valued in our society that the mere utterance of the
phrase is likely to stimulate a strong, favourable,
emotional response ("h\liI'rah" feelings). . It i:3 hard
to be rational about anything which provokes a strong
emotional response of any kind.

When people's emotions are strongly involved in any
problem of human relationsnips, they have a great
tendency to oversimplify the issueso Where the
emotions are produced by"hurrlih," concepts, this
oversimplification takes two main forms.

~irstly, people a~e likely to see the concept itself
as simpler than it really is. If one has a strong
emotional att'achment in favour of something (girlfriend,
country, freedom of speech, etc.), there is a marked
psychological tendency to view it as ~KXH a pure,
straightforward, unqualified, unequivocal, goodo

5" Secondly, people are likely to ignore other values
which may possibly conflicto All peopae value more
than one thing. This raises the possibility that
one value may get in the way of another. Quite simply,
"you can't have everything you want in this life" -
and that applies to moral as well as material goals.
A.rfltional discussion of freedom of speech rn:tfst;/:~oIisider
what other values may cpme into conflict with freedom
of speech and, if possible, find some way to resolve
the conflict.

~
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To sum up the argument so far:

Bo Any argument about freedom of speech isl'~kely
t~ be emotionally chargedo

b. A rational inquiry into freedom of speech should
explore the possibility that the iS$ue~ar~
more complex than they appear at first sight..

A rational inquiry into freedom of sp~e~h should
consider what values may conflict with that of
freedom of speech in a part icular si tuatlon; .

whether there are rational criteria for deciding
priorities between these values; and, if the;t'e
are such criteria, apply them in order to decide
what should be the proper priorities between
freedom of speech and its competit

c.

WHY DO WE VALUE FREEDPM OF SPEECH?

In order to decide how the value of freedom of speech
should properly be applied i~ a particular situation,
and especiallyhow it may properly be balance~against
competin~ values, it may be useful to inquire,into.why
we value freedom of speech anyway.

There are many possible justifications for valuing freedom
of speech and it would require arnajor philo§op~ical
treatise to explore them all. There are two~11hes of
justificationwhich seem particularlyrelevant to the
appli.cation of freedom of speech within a university.
Tttey also have the characteristic of having been
fundamental aspects of Western civilization for at
least 2,500 yearso This perhaps entitles them'to a
respectful hearing.

The first argument is the following:

ao Man is a creature endowed with reason.

b. It is this above all which distinguishe'sl1:tmfrom
all other animals.

To be dfullya man, he must use his reason fully.c.

d. Using his reason fully involves his seeking to
understand his own nature and the natureo! his
human and non-human environment - Itthe pursuit of
knowledge"o

It is a condition or the ef1'ective pursuit of k,nowledge
~hat all m~n are permitted to express their view b!

I;;eo
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truth and that all are willing to listen to the v~ews
of others, judging them by rational criteria to the
.bast of their ability.

The right to speak freely and the duty to listen
conscientiously and to judge rationally are therefore
moral imperatives of ille,human condition.

The second argument justifying the value of freedom of
speech ie the following:

a. The proper goal of all human endeavour is ~~x~ixxxxai
KRKmRX~xiaixwxXix.~iRK the happiness, and the spiritual
and material well-being of man.'

A condition Ol achieving these goals is that man should
be able to control his material environment and his
social relationships.

bo

c.. A condition of such control is knowledge
justification of the pursuit of knowledge.

a further

d. Freedom of speech is a con{j,tion of the effective
pursuit 0:1 knowledge~

e. Freedom of speech is therefore a moral imperative.

If these arguments are SUbstantia

t

lY accepted, their
importance, and the importance of~reedom of speech, in
a university are obvious. If th pursuit of knowledge
is a fundamental moral imperative for man, then the
university, as an institution specializing in the pursuit
of ~nowledge, x~xXMx~a~xxkRx~~aK~ has, to say the least,
a ve:r:-yimportant role to play in human societies. . lf
freedom of speech is a condition of the pursuit of
knowledge, then, to say the least, it has a very important
role to ~lay'in,universities.

To sum up, therefore, we value freedom of speech because
it is a condition of the pursuit of knowledge, which.
is the very raison d'etre of a university and a basic
human activity.

c. HOW DOES THE VALUE OF !t'REEDOM OF SPEECH APPLY TO THE EVENTS
Qt..!1AY 7?

13. In accordance with the criteria of rationality implied
in 9f above, I wish to approach this question in the
following way:

a. To state as best I can the argument that the demonstration
against Dr Inch violated the value of freedom of speech.
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b. t:f To state as best I can the argument that the
demonstation against Dr Inch did not violate the
value of freedom of speech. -
To sug~estcriteria for deciding which view is the
better in accordance with the analysi s of freed.om
of speech carried out in Section B.

c"

'1'0apply these criteria to the issu~of whether the
II:KmlJUIUanllKdemonstration did or did not violate
the \alue of freedom of speech.

N.B. This secitiononly discusses whether the demonstration
did.or did,not violate freedom of speech. I shall postpone
to'Section D discussio110f the issue as to whether values
other than freedoroof speech might be involved in the
events of May 7 and, if so, how they are to be reconciled
with the value of freedom of sneech.

do

The Case ~gainst the DemonstE£1~

a. Memb,ersof the Chemistry Department invited DrInch
to give a technical lecture in chemistry.

Dr Inch wished to give such a lecture.b.

Co The demonstrators prevented the former from hearing
and the latter from giving this lecture.

This clearly constitutes a violation of Dr I~ch's
right to give his lecture and the chemists' right
to hear it and to discuss the subject with their
visitor.

do

The Case for the Bemonstr8tors

ao A distinction must be made between the deliberate
effort to prevent a per-sonexpressing his views and
such prevention which is not deliberate but the
incidental effect of Bn action with a quite different
aim.

b. It was not the intention of most demonstrators (and
was not the primary intention of any) to prevent
Dr Inch giving his lecture. It was their intention
to raise 'the issue of CBW; to present their view of
the issue; to give Dr Inch a full opportunity to
present his; and to engage in a rational dialogue
on the 8ub,ject.

Tt, Dr Inch rlid not give his lecture was partly
fi result of the demonstration. But at worst this
iJ;JS an inCIdental (though admittedly foreseeable)

),

c"
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conS8uuenC'eof an action whose purpose was riot the
denial or freedom of speech.

do Further, it may be said that the fact thatDr Inch
did riot; ~cbve his lecture was partly a result of
the premature, even ranicky, decision ,of those ip
charge of the meeting,to takeDr Inch away after
only a few minutes of the indictment reading, with
no attempt to explore the possibility of satisfying
the wishes of both the demonstrator. arid those who
wanted to hear the scheduled" talk. These people,
therefore, could be said to,have denied the possibility
of freedom of speech:e:i:t:H:K both with respect to
Dr Inch's lecture and to the ethical implications of
CBW. '

eo Not only was the purpose of the demonstration not
tQ deny anyone the general right to express his
views as he pleased (but was at worst a denial of
Dr Inch'~ right to talk on a particular topic at a
particular time), but its purpose was to extend
the range of freedom 01 speech both within the
university and, more eRpecially, in society at
large, by raising the issUe of UBWo

f. Here it is relevant to point out a) thatm\WP
informati6n about CBW is not available forr~ublic
discussion because it is covered by the Official
oecrets Act; and b) quite apart from the question
of official secrecy, our society is structured in
such a way (control of the mass media, whitb Parliament
,isallowed or prepared ~o debate, etc) tha~ the issue
Of CBW is rarely discUssed in an open and ~ational
way.

go Any serious attempt to raise the issue of CBW is,
therefore, a contribution to the rational discussion
of what 'is ,clearly a vital moral and political issue.
And such discussion, as argued in sectioriB above,
is the underlying reason ~qr valuin~ freedom of speech.

~hus the demonstration may properly be seen as a
demonstration .£2£, not against, freedom of speech.

h.

io Even if the argument in 16a-c that the demonstration,
did 'not deny, or at worst denied in a very minor way,
Dr Inch's freedom of speech is not accepted, it may
be argued that the extension of freedom or speech
involved in raisiB« the issue of CBW B.XXXagaX..xxXRgk
outweighs the denial of Dr Inch's right to give 'his
lecture. The reasons that the one outweighs the other
are i) the issue of CBW is of more momentous imvortance
to the human race than is the subject of DrInch s
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technicallacture; and ii) it is hard to rais~ the
if)'.,;tieof CBWeffectiively in ,our society - opportunities
for a confrontation with etrepresB1ltative or a CBW "

establishment are rare - while it is easy for people
l~ke Dr Inch to give technical lectures of the kind
he proposed to give at ~ssex.

In other words, hot only'may the right to free speech
conflict with some other,right, but one person's right
to free speech may conflict with another'~. In this
casa-'ofconflict between the right to establish a
dialogue on CBW between concerned citizens and
a representative of Porton Down and the right to
give a technical lecture to a technical society,
the former right, for reasons given in i,Should
prevail.

k.' To sum up, either the demonstrationdid not; constitute
a denial of free speech at ~ll,taxxa%xx.xsx or at
worst constituted a minor denial of free speech far
outweighed by the contribution it attempted to make
to the extension of rational discus:sion in our society
of a grave moral and political problem. "."

The Appropriate~PEiteri~ for Judgin~!~is Iss~

Ignoring for the moment values other than freedom of speech,
it is consistent with my argument so far that that view
of the demonstration should prevail which best promotes
the underlying purpbses of the value of freedom of speech,
i.eo the pursuit of knowledge in the interesbs of human
well-being and happinesso '

Th~ !,Eplication of,the Criteria

a. The application of these criteria is far from simple
and straightforward. On the,one hand, the demonstrators
might .argue that the issue of CBW is of so much greater
importance to human welfare than is the subject of
Dr Inch's talk, and the issue is so much more r~rely
discussed, that the underlying rationale of free speech
shows them to have been ~~~reater champions of free
sppech on May 7 than the ~illistry Department.

b. On the other hand, the,dJHmistry Dept might argue that
there is no question tha.':fTtherewas an interference
with Dr Inch's freedom ~f speech; the admitted
importance of the CBWissue and the admitted right of
demonstrators to discuss and protest abou~ ~BW do not

:twin jus.t:ifythe demonstration of May 7 because :bhe
demonstrators have in no way shown that the disruption

Qf the lecture W~S necessar~ to the r~isin~ Dftfhe CBW
1ssue. Also, the '~'m1-GoeC1ve w~y 1n WhXCh ue
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demonstrators sought to.change the nature of the
meeting against the wishes of Dr Inch and those who
invit,edhim was not conducive to a rational, open-
minded/discussion of the CB\vissue. 'A "war crimes
tribunal", which the demonstrators said they were
trying to establish, is not a setting appropriate
for the rational discussion of ~mportant moral and
political issues.

I ~8KJf:Z suggest the following findings are proper on this
appect of the inquiry:

a. The demonstration did to an extent deny Dr Inch's
freedom of spe~.ghin that, as planned, it,wouldl1a.ve
been very inconvenient at best ibr him to-have said
what he wished to say at ~ssex.

The denial of Dl'Inch's freedom of speech was, however,
a minor one in that i) it would have been inconvenient,
but not impossible, for him to have given his lecture
after the demonst;rutiOll; ii) Dr Inch's 6,eneral
right to speak on this or Bny other subject was not
denied but only his right to do so at a particular
time.

b.

c. Insofar as there was a denial of fiRHXB~RR~R Dr Inch's
freedom of speech, it was,ht least for many
demonstqators, not their deliberate aim but an
incidental (though eas~ly foreseeable) effect of
an action whose purpose was not an anti-free speech
one.

do The argument that the denialo.t'Dr Inch's freedom of
sreech was Justified by the end of raising a more
important issue must rest on the assumption that it
was a necess8EJ:means to that end. It isunden~ably
difficul~ to raise the issue 01 CBW for rational
discussion -in pur society, but it is hard to say
whether methods such as the denial of Dr Inch's
freedom of speech are necessary, or evene,ftective,
ways of doi/ngso. Given the basic value of free
speech",. it seems reasonable to put the burden I3:Kof
proof on those who justify vio18ting it to make their
case.

~xxxxxtRi»kx*tx~Rx*g~a~~~~~x~x~~~i~a~Rx~R~~XX~~
i.~~,u~ix:JtU~xaxa~X~xN:AAxa~~dntxj{atitil:xj(R~xti1C!1()(~1li~u:~~£
t~xxK~AXm~~tiRgXX~axH*~.a1C!&~X¥XR~xxk~x.x~~Xx~~~~~iYx
jri~~xil:~x5a~~~R¥

e. The main, perhaps the exclusive,. e.rgurnent available
to the demoTlstr$.torsbere is that our society is

.
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so structured,and in rarticular the rn9.S~3 media's
criteria of what is IInews" are such, that only a
militant and dramatic form of action can bring an,
issue like CBW to the public attention.

f. r would suggest that there is undeniably a good.deal
of truth in this argument. However, even if accepted,
it does not fully justify the demonstration ~gainst
.orInch. For the demonstrators have not shown that
the only way to bring the CBW issue to the public'
OCKmHKxxxxxxNattention was an action of the form
involving a denial of freedom of speech. No doubt
it was one possible form. Ho bxJrlrdoubt a'lI.irly
easy form. But riotnecessarily the only possible
effective form, and there may be such forms which
do not iLvolve the denial of important values such
as freedom of speech. '

--

gxx~XXiRX+XXXRrRf~xg+xw*~X~X~Rxtk~xxxkRzoc~mMNExraXMXB
migkt~2x~RXi~~RjxMfx»»im~giN~xixgKRX2XiRX~M»~Kixi»g
n:sriMxlfx:farmxxMxxocR1XlMNXXnxiJl'ixxagaixKXXe}'aWxxxlixaex
~~XlfiRB:SRRSSXRMMXxxNtkRXX~R*~iRxExri:~kxxEfxfrRRXE~KEgk;
tkBKgkxRMKxafxaR~xBKriMKax~Nti~i:rKRxS~KKkxattixKIiBX

g. My view, therefore, would be that i) there,may be
circumstances in which the principle of freedom of
speech itself requires the iUm:Lc',l of a particular
person's freedom of speech i:xx~xrlmN.nx on a
particular occasion; ii) whether the events or
May 7 constituted such circlJmstances if;'an open
question; iii) the burden of proof in such cases
rests with those seeking to justify a deni2l of
free speech; iv) the Ma.v '7 delfionstrators have not
sustained this burden of proof; v) their "offence"
is much less that of conscious anti-free speech
attitudes and actions than unimaginativeness in
conceiving.possible forms of anti-CBW demonstrations
and carelessness Mf about other people's right to '

freedom o.t.,speech.

lh-..EEEg SPEECH AND OTHER VALUES

20.

-

A number of values other than,xR~tx~~X~XRRXS~KR~kxK~
XXXMiYR~ but related to, that of freedom of speech were
involved in the events 01'May 70 The most important
of these were:

ao Humanity's right to survival and physical well-being;

b. Dr Inch's right not to speak about, and the Chemistry
Department's rifS~not to listen to a subject they
didn'twish to.' ---

11
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c. . .

Dr Inch's right to' expect., and .theC~hfllistry Dept IS
risht to offer, the kind of hQspitallty normal in
such situet ions. . .

Humanity's Right to Survival

An argument justifying the de~onstrati.on runs as follows:
a. Humanity has a right to survive and to enjoy reasonable

safety and physical well-being.

This right is the mOst basic of all because without it
any other right is not very useful, and it is therefore
more important than the right of free speech.

bo

Co This right is threatened by CBWresearch.

Public knowledge of, open debate about, And public
protest against CBWresearch is likely to reduce this
thre~t. This proposition is consistent with, and
is indeed logically required by, the assuMption
underlying the value of free speech that the rational
and free exchange 01' ideaa is necessery if human
beings are to find rAtional and satisfactory answers
to their problems.

d.

.,

e. In view of the importance of this right, it is
leRitimate to override lesBer rights to secure this
one.

f. Therefore, disruption of Dr Inch's lecture, even if
it did involve a violation of free speech, was
justified because it promoted the higher value of
human survivalJ and well-being.

The counter to this ::3.r1:.U!!1entis obviously very similnr to
the counter 'to the argument, discussed in the previous
section, that the right to raise the issue vf CBWfor
;)ublic debate should override Dr Inch's right to give
his lecture~o ~hat is, that all the premise~ 21a-e
could be accepted without accepting conclusion 21fo
This is becHuse even if humanity's right to survive is
a higher right thJ3.n Dr Inch's right to give his lecture,
the first only justifies the disruption of the second,
if such disruption does indeed lesf5en the danger to
humanity. Once again, it is hard' to prove or disprove
this; once again one might put tne burden of.proof on
the diRrupters; once again, for almost exactly the
same reasons, one rr1i~ht conclude that they have not
sustained their burden of proof, and that therefore
the oisruption was not justified on these grounds.

There is, however, one further argument that might be

a
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introduced here. It is this. HUme.nity IS rie;ht to
.sur'{ive is not ord inary right fmd CBW is no ordinary
evil. The one is so overwhelmingly important and the
other so aygxHkiR overwhelmingly evil that OCH~xfM%mxMf
xnx one cannot afford to be too genteel in ~'ickingone' s
methods 01' protest. By comparison with the imperative
need to protest in RXR%~XM~~%kKtany way that might
conceivably be efl"ective) the right of a f£ientist to
give a technical lecture is of minute importance..
An aI:lalogy might be drawn with a ~erman scientist
visiting a German university in the late 1930s:to
give~xxlf~:k an "academic" lecture on "Some Structural
Problems in the Construction bf Gas Chambers'i 0 Surely
the right of such a man to give such a lecture - even
if one admitted he had such a right at all "'would be
of little account by comparison with the right to
rrotest against such sd:ientific work in the strongestpossible terms?

A number o£ issues are raised by this argument. Wirst
of all, was Dr Inch's proposed lecture strictly analogous
to the one imagined in paragraph 231 The Chemistry
Department at first maintained that .orInch's talk had
nothing to do with chemical warfare, but on further
questioning, conceded that it mayor may not llave done.
Certainly the NNmx~:tJl§xi:~~ cornbinationof the worQs
"Porton" and "toxic" in the announced title of the
lecture made it not unreasonable for a non-chemist to
assume that the lecture would have something to do with
chemical warfare.. Finally, it arpears that the Chemical
Society may have wanted k Dr Inch to talk about chemical
warfare..

One may conclude, therefore, that it is uncertain whether
or not Dr Incb"s talk was directly related to CBW, but
that it may have been, and it wa.snot unreasonable for
a non-chemist~o assume that it probably would beo

Some demonstrators would argue that it was irrelevant
whether Dr Inch's own research or hi.sproposed talk
were directly related to chemical warfare.. It was enough
that he worked at Porton and that his research would be
made available to the military if he discovered something
of use to them.

A difficulty with~hisargumentisthatpractically any
scientific research (includi:r;1gthat in the social sciences)
may have military uses and it may be 3d: impossiblefor
a scientist to prevent his work being so used.iI\'i'his
may be regrettable but it means that Dr Inch iSLno
different position from any other scientist. From this
point of view, the fact that Dr inch works at Porton
becomes quite irrelevant for practical purposes, although

"'" ._,--
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h0 Inlr;ht b0. thoup;ht to be~rnbolicall;z, "contaminated"
byhl~3 afJ;;oci;'jtion wLth Porton. 'S".ome scientists .wauld
for th isrea8onnat wish to wark 8,t Parton or Aldermastan
even if they would do there work identical to that which
they would be prepared to do in a university.

Insofar as it might be lef2;itirnate ta consider Dr Inch
as a symbol of ~W~XXHXXRXRxxxk~xXKXM%gPartan and Kt
gJtii therefore of CBW, then, it was reasonable ta make
him the target. ofa demanstration, whatever the nature
of his own research or of his lecture. The analagy
with the gas chamber lecturer is, therefore, not atxkd
mua necessarily exact, but not a ba.d one.

A second issue raisedhy the argument of paragraph 23
is the vital impartance of cansidering the social and
political context .of any freedom of speech questian.
We are asked to balance the of freedom .or speech
(as represented by Dr Inch's r to give aD Bt;,ademic
lecture) against the va .of humun survival (as
represented by the protest agii.:Lll;:,t CBW). The facts
that i) we live in a world of hostile powerful nations
with apacalyptic military patential; ii) war is aD
ever-uresent feature of contemporary ternatianal
r l.dtions; iLL) five of' these rwt:ians havernade, or
are in the pracess of' making, nuclear weapons ,.., ot' a
destrUctive power undreamt of in previous wars, and one
of these five has already used these weapons against
civilianpopulations; iv) CBW m~~x~!!f.x~xxxR~xkxn
trnxxi:f:i:~xanui:xi5t:bClEXxx~R~:kiO;Ja:k;,lxttRXga~X!II!l'x:kOJ:x~~na:~xac~:tm:t.~
Dnxau~+xatN!i:xa.i:m~xxx~RJ!:':t a:j=Njc;:if:X:~rK~\.XJi{XX:tMXj7.:ratRNfarl&::kK:x:R
iJs:mq: weaponsmay be at le8st ho as, and a
good deal easier to nroduce than,nu~le r weapons;
v) there is no good reason ta belif,vethBt.9H5(P- ~eapons
will not get into the hands of llBtiealpolitical leaders
who would not scruple to use thsm; all these facts are
relevant ta the balance mentioned above.

It is absolutely vital that members of the university
are not sa inward..,..looking,and not so narrow-mindedly,
short-sightedly, and self-indulgently preoccupiedwlth
their awn particulBr concerns that they ignore the
world .outsideand the needs, problems and rights of
the 3,000 rnillionor so people in it. '1'0be non....
political in this sense is to be 1I1tellectuallyand
morally criminal.

'1'0say this is not, of course, to say th.atthere are
simple soJ.utionsto problems raised by the re1ationship
of the university to the outside world, or that .of
~3c:ienGe (natural and social) to moral-poUtical imperatives.

320 Gjven, then, that a concern forCBW,i:s and for the
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r~latidn between academic work and moral~politicnl issues,
is legitimate; given {Ht least for the purposes of the
present ::trgument)that the issues raised'by UBW are much
more important than 'those raised by DrInch "s proposed
lecture; it still does not follow that the argument
01" paragrarh 23 is sound. There are two main difficulties.

First, .there is clearly nOE consensus in our society that
CBW research is an unqualified evil.. The argument of
parag~aph 23 only works for ~reat and obvious evils,
and it is hird to reach consensus on such except after
the event (e~g. Nazism). '

Second, even if CBW is accep.ted as a, great and obvious
evil, it.does not f;ollow that ~thing 'is justified in
the cause of protestingagainst ~t. Some people
believe that Israel's POliC

.

y towards cThrdan
.

is a
.

great
and obvious evil, but few people (even Jordanians)
believe that it justifies the assassination of Hobert
Kennedy., ,Thisis an extreme example 1 but it makes
the general point that not everything is justifiable
in an important cause.

What, then, is justified in an important cause? One
may accept the argumel~t that excessive gentility of
m
.

e

~
ns may not b

.

e neces8~ary in a1
.

1 circumstances,
..

but
on a~ reasonably demand that, if an important value
is eing violated in the naI:1e of a higher one; then
there be some reasonable grounds for believing xi
xaj: that the violation is necessary 'to achieve the higher
goal. '

Does the demonstrationof May 7 meet this testt? Once
again, we

.

' a
.

re
.

fa?ed with the
.

' extreme di~ficUl ty ?f\".~n
.

owing
to what extent, J.I at all, a demonstratJ.on or thJ.sjJ.nd
,contributes to diminishing the threat of CBW. In the
face of this ,uncertainty, we seem to be faced with an
irresolvable conflict of values. Those whose primary
concern is with the smooth functioning of the university
and the holding of technical academic lectures will tend
to say that the great uncertainty that such a demonstration
in any way reduces the threat of CBW means that the value
of free speech should prevail. Those whose main concern
is with CBW will say even the remote possibility that
such a demonstration may aid the campaign ageinst CBW
means that the right to hold such a demonstrations should
prevail. '

Is there any certain, objective, rational way to resolve
this conflict? I think not. I suggest, however, that
the following is the best approximation to a solution that
is fair, rational and morally defensible, recognizing,
as far as possible what is legitimate in the univerpity's
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right to maintain freedom- of speech 13nd the right to
rnake effectiv:. moral-poli tical protest.

a. Political demonstratorHshould recognize that the
university has a ler,itimategeneral right to maintain
full freedom of expression and'the orderly conduct
of meetings within its jurisdiction, unless there

is a fairl~ clear «xRxxx~iHg case for viollatingthisright in t e name of a higher priorit;YYQ

The university should recognize that we live in a
world in which militant political protest is both
justifiable and--Inevitableand that there may be
moral values that legitimately conflict with ~he
particular values necessary to malntainthe
university community. It Should also recognize
that it may be intellectually and morally defensible
to claim in some circumstances that aution morally
r8'luired by the Sj.tUHtion outside the university
should involve a violation of the normal rights and
procedures of the university.

bo

c. Demonstrators have ,;responsibility to consiaer b:e
:faxmxa:f their action carefully with a view to
finding a form which is effective while at the same
time violating as little as possible legitimate
values potentially conflicting with thei~ goals,
and in particular those values necessary to the
normal functionin~j of the university.

d. Where the need.to violate a university value in the
cause of a higher one is clear, the university
should not punish thos~ WhO do sOo

Where there is clearly no need to violate such values
those who do so clearly commit an offence against
the university community.\

eo

fo Where ~ti~a~ix~~RX~fx£~~~x~*iix~gktx~~~»~~fX
~i~agrKBxaEEH~xxk2xH.E~XXX the need to violate a
university value is uncertain, demonstrators must
recognize th8t it iscinevitable, and by no means
unjustifiable, that the university should seek to
protect its particular values. If the demonstirators
honestly believe their goals justify the violation of
university values, they must be prepared to suffer
to some e3tent for holding beliefs contrary to the
values of the institution to which they belongo
An analogy here is with the moral theory of
principled civil disobedience. A person engaging
in such civil disobedience deliberately breaks a
la""in the interest of what he conceives to be a
higher moral imperative. If his society does not

11
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share his sense of priorities, he ~s prepuredto
sufter the COnS.3quencesof his actions without
am]ll~K:XKi:xgxx complain:ing. In some circumstances,
he mR;Veven recop;nize thCit tnose runishing him
are acting with Q.Smuch moral inter;rityas himself.

In such a case, the university should respect action
taken sincerely and with a sense of moral resronsibility
and take serious account of the moral quality of any
action violating its norms when considering~kR any
question of punishment.

38. How should th,eas principles be arnlied ',tothe events of
May7? I sugl:';~sitthey should be aprlied as follows,.
There is no question that the demonstrators did to some
extent violate unive~sity values which would in general
be held to be legitimate. There is also no question
that they did so in the interest of what they genuinely
believed to be a higher moral priority. I have already
argued that they did not consider very c~)refullyor
responsiblywhetherthe,y might serve what they saw as
the higher-order goal with les&3 violC;ition oJ. the lower-
order one. I have also suggested that it is aq open
question whether effective alternatives were avajlable
to them.

390 In such aB case it seems to me the best answer c'\nsistent
with the ~riDciples I have sug~estedabove is ~hat the'
university would not be entirely unjustified in considering
that the demonstration constituted an offence against the
university community, but in doing so should show itself
sensitive to the moral corriplexitiesof the situation and
should refrain from any savage penalty imposed in a
spirit of self~righteous indignation.

40. TheRi~ht Not To Spea!s
, '

I wish to argue that ~RRxIi:K]IIIiRJE~Xlij[i:IiKX][x.ia~.lixa
a) the demonstration of l"iay7 violatedVI' Inch' s right
not to"Break on any subject be did not wish to and the
"tar.fnists'right pott<;> listen to anything they did not
wJ.sh to; b) theserJ.ghts,althoughapparentlyclosely
related to the rights to sreak and listen)arein fact
not only quite difrerent from them but in some ways
contradictory to them; c) that these rights are in

. general legitimate rights; and d) it is very difficult
to d~cide whether the demonstrators' violation of these
righ~s was justiriable. .
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one ,j()(:s not w::.:.nt to, 1 think th(~re isLlittle doubt that
..~6 -n~~/a€1ti'b{;"tAr'lH;. the ctG!flonstrn tjon of May 'I

viC))ated this right of lJr Inch, and the corresponding
ri€;ht of t.be chemists not to 1.b:;ten to Bomethins they
d id not wL:;h to. 1t is cl eBI' thCit lJr Inch d id not.
come to Essex to talk about what.the demonstrators
wanted him to talk about; that he only did so temporarily
in the lobby under conditions which were, to put it
mildly, semi-coercive; and that (we have his own
testimony on this) he was glad to end tbe "dialogue"
ih the lobby as soon as he could.

The right not to speak on a subject you do not wi8h to
is radically different from the right of free speech
beeause it cannot beju :,;1.ified by the same arguments
at all. Indeed the are;umentsunderlying the right of
free speech - that free spee~h is necessary for'
rational discussion of important issues - tend to
suggest that there should not be a right to refuse to
discuss ~n important issue.

42..

43. However, I woul~ su~~est that the right not to speak can
in general be JustifiedOIlquite different grounds. .

These involve what might be called the right to pe~sonal
autonomy, that :rEi is, the principle that no v,anshould
be forced to db anything against his will unless the
rights of others clearlYX2~HixK justify such ceercion.
This right, of course, like all rig4ts,may conflict
with others, including the right to establish rational
discussion, and a balance must be found.

Deciding whether the demonstrators' clear violation of
thig right of Dr Inch was justifiable involves all the
diffjcult problems of assessing the relative importance
of,rights that I have discussed in some dietail~bove.
The answer tp every problem of balancing rights, however,
is not necessarily the same. Here a solution may be
somewhat easier for the following reasons. The chemists
acknowledge, and indeed for much 01'their argument rely
heavily on, the rir.;htto'free speech. I have suggested
that the basis of this righ~ is the importance of rational
discussion of important i

.

ssu~s. T
.

he
...

princiPl
.

e of free
speech itself, then, suggest,s that Dr Inch's right not
to discuss matters of public concern may not be"a strong
one. .

45. On the oth er hand, the demonstrators have ackno\<Tledged
that in this kind of situation physical violence was not
justified.

46. A reasonable solution to this problem, therefore, might
be that,x:tXJit1USXXRIR;i::ki:in view of the importance of the
CBW issue and the difficulty of getting rational public
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discus:3ion>of 'it, 'it'wotild b~"'ief~itirnHt~to r~t'pres~J;e'
on Br Inch to engege in a genuine ratiohal dialogue
ebout CBWby means thatf,ellshort of physical Vi6lence
0r ~he threat of such.

I would hold, therefore, that the violation:il::f by, the
demonstrators of this right of Drlnch was justified,
but perhaps only just, and that thecorl'esponding violation
of the right of the chemists not to list,enwas also
~ustified. " '

"

The Right 01' Hospitality

, T shalltake it as'obViousthatpeoplehave a general
right taXB' O1'i'erhospitalitytowhoevertheywish,
and that those who accept suchoffArs have a right to
receive such hospitality~ ,I also take it as obvious
that the May 7 demonstration violater}these rights of
Dr Inc}1and the Chemistry Department. .

The,question, of course, is,how to balance these righti
aga1nst those ef the demcnstrators. The right to offer
and receive hospitality may seem a weak, even perhaps
B particularly pernicious Tlbourr;eois"one, compared with
the great classical rights such as freedom of speech and
with such apocalyptic problems ~s chemical warfare.
Yet it should not be despised. The pleasures of
hospttality are among the most widely and deeply valued
in all sorts of human cuIturesRnd this right shoula
therefore be considered a strong one, unless there is
in a particu13r situation a stronger one to override
it. It i~ indeed by no'me~ns self-evidenttbat .th~
right, to give and receive hospitality'is inherently
less important than the right to freedom of speech.

On the other hand, the vcknowledged :rightto make political
rrot~sts ~ould be completely emasculated if it was limited
by the'r>equirement that no political opponent should be
made in any way physically orpsychologicallyuncomrortable.
Po13.tics should'be conducted witb the rnaximumpossible' '

respect foropDonents' legit~m6tc rights, but it is
by its nattirea fairly rough game. -Ami people who work
At rlaces like Port,on must expect vigorous protests.

In deciding whether the delflonstrators'violation of this
right was Justified, it is hard to disentangle it from
the free speech issue. On the one hand, ~~e distinction
betwe2n t!')e two issues se--ms useful because' the violation
a!" '"ilenorms of hospitality seems to me clearer and more
serious than the violation of freedom of speech. If
Dr Inch had given his talk later, his freedom.of speech
would hardlyhave been v).olated at all; but his right.
td receive normal,hospitable treatment would still have
been rather severely violated. On the other hand, ,
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the t,iW0 issues Rre ~los~ly il1tertwinedbecause the denial
of DrInch's hospit6lity-right consisted m~inly of the
~eni~l of his right to give t~~ lecture.,

It apr,ears, tHerefore, thCJt t1!le saf'le criteriaapply here
:.sin the free speech discussion, namely, that t,hed.,enial
ofD:r%R~1J:iB Inch's right,tohospitality would only be:
jUBtified it"it were reasonably'clear than an effective
protest against ~ CBWcould not be mounted any other
way. Again, we should conclude that it is an open
question whether such an alternative was ,possible; that
the demonstrators did not try very hard to find,one' ,
and were rather careless about the rights of DjqnnKi:i:k~x'
hospitality;, and that they did not su,staintheir ,burden
of proof that their dernopstrat~n justifiably violated
this right. ' "

H'Owever, 'since bjil:§l*tidtifd(:x;XRUxbRx1tRx§tRRjU£R~x*Rx~Ri*.
xi::kk any public appearance of a scieptist from Porton
is inescapably a rolitical, or at least potentially
political, e~ent, the right to hOBpital~ty is a weak
one in the ,sense that such a man must expect to face
~troi1ghostile p~otest. I believe1therefore, that "

wh~le lJr Inch' s ri~ht to free speech ~as ~, strong right
wh~ch was weakly v1olated on l1ay7, \1J.srJ.ght to
hospitality was a weak right which was rather strongly
violated. In other words, Dr Inch had a right to '

expect to speak quite freely, and there was a s1ight,
but not ~erious, interf'erencewith this right. He had
no right to kR expect to be received without opposition,
but the opposition he actuallyreceived'went ratber '

severely beyond what legitimate norms of hospitaO..ity
would p~fmit~ '

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

OTHER ls.::.UES
, ...-

~' do not propose to discuss the co~mentsbn fr~edo~ of
speeCh either in the Dean of Students' lette~ of. last
term 6r in the Senate resolutibnfollowing the events
of May 7, ~artlybecause xx~~ZxmB this,paperiw already
too'longand partlybecause,for reqsonswhich sl!ID[xlin;J
should by now be £airly ob~ipus, I do not think them
adequate to the complexities- of th~ problems they:n
are intended to deal with. '

I also do not p~opose to discussthes9r-;gestions that
other actions on May 7 constituted violations of rights
to freedom of speech,'especially action'taken by'members
of the Chemistry Dept and the administrative ata!f to
prevent demonstratorsfrom attending the ,Inch' meeting.
r think there is some:'thingto be said,for the view that
theseadtions we~e not entirely consistent with a
commitment to freedom of speech, but, if they did
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- C())1::;titute vi61Rtions of th8tright, it seems to be
they were rat~8r trivial ones. Hor this reason, and
for - the first reason «;iven in rarai'Taph 54, J.dn not
think thi s worth furti1-erd_is~t1sBion. '

!
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56.

~

CONCLUDING SUMMARY
,/ ,

a. The demonstration of May'7 co'nstituteda minor
violation of DrInch'$ freedom of speech.

This violation-wa~~~he deliberate aim of most
demonstrRtors~ but~the incidental effect of
a demonstration whose riRconscious purbose was
not an anti-tree speech one. HO\vever,it wes
easy to foresee that the'plapned demonstration
would in fa0t involve a denial of freedom of
speech, 'and the qernonstratbrswere certainly
careless a'boutDr Inch's rights in this respe.ct.

An argument of sOlne vcJlidity can be made that.
the demonstration was a pro-free sPeech one
and also that, even insofar as it did denyDr "

Inch his right of free speech, it was justified
by hjgher-order moral principles.

b.

c.

d. Whether the argumer~ts mentioned in 56c jUstif~~
the violation of Dr Inch's freedom of speech is
uncertain. But it is rea$onable to place th~
burdeh of proof on the demonstratorsand fairly
~lear that they have not sustainedit.

The demonstration maytp,erefore properly b;econsidered
an of re nee against the university community, but in
view of the mora].cOmplexities and uncertainties
involved,not a ~einous one. '

e.

f. The dempnstra,tion also violated Dr Inch's right to
refuse to .speak on any subject he did not wish to.
~ut this right is a weak one for a man clo'sely
involved in issuef3of great public concern:and-it
may reasonably be argued that the demonstrators
were not unjustified in violating it on this occasion.

hkR The demonstration further violated the norms
of university hospitality. Because D~ Inch should
be considered a quasi-pe>litical figure, his right'
to ~ a gent;lereception wnsweaker than that of a
clea.rly non-pol i tical- guest of theuniversttywould
be. Nevertheless, the demonstra)tion went beyond
the bounds of reasonable political protest and
thereby constituted a breaeh of hO~3,,:itality.The
remarks made in 56e apply equally here.

g.

ha It is possible that a. minor violation o!free speech
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was commit~ed by Members of the Chemistry DepRrtment
and the administrative staff in trying to rrevent
the demonstrators from attending Dr Inch's meeting.
If so, it was a fairly trivial violation.

In_view of the concltisions that no serious offences
were committed on May- 7 and that the moral iSB.ues
raised. by the events are complex and Uncertain,
no: severe punishment, if any at all, is justified.

j.
. .

N.B. Any r~ference in this paper to the justification
or la~k 01' it for punishment, or to ttoffence.f, does
not take into account the possible rel~~ance of the
existence or aosence of university regulat10ns
covering thi s type of incident, nor - to J§ the possible -
mot'al and legal-requirements of "natural justice"
in the tryiri~ of possible dffericeso ~t deals only
with what perhaps shouldAbe the reaction of the
university to incidents of this kind, assuming the.
university .to be. run on ratiohal.mo~al priricl.ples.
The factorsment1.oned at the beg1.nnlpg 01 thl.S
para~raph might well be relevant in <.;onsidering
the Justification or 9ther~i~e of punishment in a
part1.cular case,- as mlght st1.l1 dther1actors, and
there might indeed be good argumen1:is Iv1" imposing
no punish1!lent in some - cases in \/hich it wascoDcluded,:
by arguments similar to those- bdva'nced in this paper,
tbat-an offence against the un.lversity community
had been <.;ommitted.

Finally, if I have established nothing else in ~his paper,
I hope I have provided some grounds for believing that
"freedom of speech 11 i9 not a part.i~ularly simple concept,
and that its applicatiQIJ to particular sltuations,
and specificallyto the events of May 1, is not a
particularly simple matter.


